The method of simulated annealing as a general procedure of optimization in problems involving many independent degrees of freedom, was first proposed by S. Kirkpatrick et al. in 1983 [1] , and since then has received a great deal of attention. The method is particularly suited to the more difficult optimization problems which are characterized not only by the many degrees of freedom but also by conflicting constraints which cannot be simultaneously satisfied. In such cases one would like to find a solution which is the best compromise between all the different constraints. In order to attach a quantitative meaning to the goodness of a particular solution a cost function is defined. Such a cost function reflects the nature of each constraint and its relative importance. Then, the problem of finding the best solution becomes that of finding the solution which minimizes the cost function. This is not a trivial task. The effect of having a lot of constraints usually introduces many local minima (or metastable states) (often of order exp(N), where N is the number of degrees of freedom). Hence, the amount of computational time required to pick the exact optimal solution increases exponentially with N [1] . (This is strictly time for an NP complete problem. Not all problems with an exponentially large number of local minima are NP complete).
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Obviously in any case, for large values of N, one has to resort to an approximate solution algorithm or heuristic.
Situations of this nature occur in many fields of science and engineering. In the field of condensed matter physics the problem of determining the ground state of a spin glass is of this kind. The design of integrated circuits [2] , wiring of computers [3] , and the N-city travelling salesman problem [4] , are other well known examples.
Simulated annealing is based upon the connection between statistical mechanics and optimization problems [1] . In this method one treats the cost-function as the energy of the system. Introducing a parameter T, which has the same dimensions as the cost-function, one can simulate the system using the Monte Carlo method as in statistical physics. The figure 1 . One would expect quite generally that most problems would have similar Ns(e) functions. In particular, the maximum of Ns(e) will occur at an energy well above the ground state energy, and so this method of minimization will hardly ever pick the ground state or states close to it, but instead picks a state close to the maximum. This is an inherent limitation of these types of iterative improvement methods [6] . Now consider the same method, but this time assume that the initial configuration could always be chosen such that it would have an energy em. Applying the iterative improvement method would then produce a metastable state with an energy less or at worse equal to ~~. In this way one has eliminated the probability of getting trapped at metastable states above em. In order to ensure that the initial configuration has an energy equal or close to 8~, one could use the Monte Carlo method. At temperatures above the freezing temperature, the system will equilibrate after a finite number of Monte Carlo steps. At equilibrium the probability of the system having an energy E would be proportional to (2(e) e-0", where Q (8) is the density of states and e-/lNs the Boltzmann factor. From basic statistical physics, it is known that (2(e) e-/lNs has a very sharp peak at a particular value of ~, say 8m' which means that the system is almost always at a state with energy 6m or very close to it Thus, by equilibrating the system at a particular temperature using the Monte Carlo method and then applying the iterative improvement method we can ensure that the answers obtained would be better or at worse equal to em. The value of am is of course temperature dependent and can be reduced by lowering the temperature, as long as the temperature is above the freezing temperature. Below the freezing temperatures, due to the long relaxation times, it is not possible to achieve equilibrium without a very large number of Monte Carlo steps and enormous computing times, which obviously is not practical. In simulated annealing one slowly cools down the system to freezing temperatures making sure that the system is in equilibrium at every stage. By doing so one moves em to the lowest practically obtainable value. Having done this, the system is rapidly cooled to T = 0 which is equivalent to applying an iterative improvement method. The application of the method to a number of optimization problems, including the design of integrated circuits [2] , global wiring [3] , the travelling salesman problem [4] , quadratic sum assignment [7] and the minimum weighted matching problem [8] The averaging ~ ~j is taken with respect to the probability distribution of the bottom (weak) bonds :
From now on for convenience we shall take AJ as unity. Substituting (7) into (6) and changing iu to u The integral over u can now be evaluated for large N by the method of steepest descent. The results are shown in figure 1 .
The number of metastable states has a maximum at an energy of about 0.112 above the ground state energy. This value agrees closely with that calculated by Fernandez and Medina [10] for the remanent energy after a rapid cooling. This result is not unexpected since after a rapid cooling the system would be trapped in one of the many metastable states which are symmetrically distributed near the maximum (Fig. 1) . For this one-dimensional Ising spin glass it is easy to see using the arguments of [ 10] that each metastable state has the same a priori chance of being reached in a rapid quench from a random initial state.
With a simulated annealing method one hopes to obtain energies which are significantly closer to the ground state energy than 0.112. In order to do so an annealing schedule has to be defined. It is the normal practice to choose this annealing schedule such that, during the cooling process, the temperature is decreased by a constant ratio at each step [6] . However, for the purpose of this work we have found it more convenient to decrease the temperature by a fixed amount at each stage, all the way down to zero. This enables us to have a well defined cooling rate to which one can associate a residual entropy. According to equilibrium statistical mechanics the entropy at temperature T, S(T) is related to the heat capacity C(T) by the relation For our spin system S(oo) is readily evaluated and is just N In 2. Using C(T) = -jTand integrating by parts gives Following Jackle [9] and Jackle and Kinzel [11] we define an experimental or simulation entropy by performing the integral using the data for E(T') obtained during the Monte Carlo annealing procedure. S(T -+ 0) should be zero for systems in equilibrium which obey the third law of thermodynamics i.e. for systems with a non-macroscopically degenerate ground state. However, as the Monte Carlo determined values of E(T) lie above the equilibrium values of the energy, given by for temperatures below the freezing temperature (~ 0.3) one finds that as T -~ 0, S(T) 'S'res(~) ~ 0. The residual entropy Sres(8) will only vanish if at the same time the residual energy NE is zero. The idea of determining the residual entropy as a test of the accuracy of the simulated annealing procedure was in fact suggested by its inventors [1] . Jackle and Kinzel [11] attempted to verify equation (3) for the two-dimensional Ising spin glass but were handicapped by having only a rough knowledge of the form of Ns(e). We have tested the relation between the residual entropy and density of states for our one-dimensional Ising spin glass model. Systems of various sizes ranging from 50 to 10,000 spins were cooled from a starting temperature of T = I down to T = 0 at intervals of 0.05. The process was repeated for various cooling rates by changing the number of Monte Carlo steps per spin per temperature interval. Averaging the total energy over the Monte Carlo trajectory for each temperature interval, a value for E(T) was obtained for each temperature. In each case the residual entropy was calculated using (10) from this data in the limit T -+ 0. For T &#x3E; 1, E(T) was obtained from equation (11) . The [ 11 ] for the two-dimensional system suggest that perhaps such relations between the residual entropy and the number of metastable states of the residual energy might exist for any optimization problem with the same features. Since it is possible to calculate the residual entropy for any optimization problem for which the energy (or its equivalent) is well defined, graphs similar to that in figure 1 can always be obtained. figure 2 .
All the results are obtained for a system of size 2,500 spins and temperature steps of 0.05 and were calculated in a similar way to that described before. The data suggest a logarithmic relation between the residual entropy and the number of MCS/temperature interval. The best line through the points gives Sr,.= -0.016 log n + 0.18, « n » is the number of MCS/temperature interval [12] . In summary we have studied the dependence of the residual entropy on the number of metastable states of given residual energy for a one-dimensional Ising spin glass [ 13] . Good agreement exists between the data and the analytically calculated curve for the number of metastable states, at slow cooling rates. It was also found that the residual entropy has a logarithmic dependence on the inverse cooling rate which implies that an extremely long cooling process is required to obtain zero residual entropy. Since 
